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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS '

3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY |
!

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION ;

I

3.6.1.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be maintained.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2* and 3.

ACTION:

Without PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY, restore PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY
within 1 hour or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in
COLD SHUTOOWN within the following 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be demonstrated:

After each closing of each penetration subject to Type B testing,a.
l- except the primary containment air locks, if opened following Type A

' or B test, by leak rate testing the seals with gas at P,, 56.5 psig,

and verifying that when the measured leakage rate for these seals is
,

added to the leakage rates determined pursuant to Surveillance
Requirement 4.6.1.2.b for all other Type B and C penetrations, the
combined leakage rate is less than or equal to 0.60 L,.

tr - -A east once ter 31 days by verifying that all primary co Antaat-

See penetra i s % ca able of being closed by OPE LE -containment

automatic isolation va nd-reguired to-be c osed during accident
7 ,y- conditions are close pbcked h ives nk flanges, ordg deactivat p utomatTc valves secured in position, excep s-pro Q.

n-Table 3.6.3-1 of Specification 3.6.3.

By verifying each primary containment air lock is in compliance withc.
the requirements of Specification 3.6.1.3.

By verifying the suppression chamber is in compliance with the require-d.
ments of Specification 3.6.2.1.

*See Special Test Exception 3.10.1.
osated'**Except_yalves, flanges, and deactivated automatic valves which aris ecured in theinside th h inmen Qand are locked, sealed or ot

closed position. These penetrations r fied closed during each COLD
SHUTDOWN except such veriff.icadoh_shalLbe1erforaed when the primary
containment as-not-tden deinerted since the last verificat hn-or g ten

J an1n e per 92 days.
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b. At.least once per 31 days by verifying that all prirrary
containnent penetrations except those inside the containnent or in
locked high rMiation areas not capable of being closed by
CPERABLE containnent automatic isolation valves and required to be
closed during accident conditions are closed by locked closed
valves, blank flanges, or deactivated automatic valves secured in
position, except as provided in Table 3.6.3-1 of Specification
3.6.3.

1. Valves, flanges, and deactivated automatic valves which are
located inside the containnent, and are locked, sealed or
otherwise secured in the closed position shall be verified
closed during each COID SHtmXMN except such verification need
not be performM when the primary containnent has not been
deinerted since the last verification or more often than c;t'e

per 92 days.

2. Locked closed valves, flanges, and deactivated automatic valves
which are located outside the containnent within locked high
radiation areas shall be verified closed during each CotD
SHinDCEN if not performed within the previous 31 days. The
penetrations in lccked areas which rerrain high radiation areas
during the COID SHUIDOWN may be verified by review of high
rMiation area access controls.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.5 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY
,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.5.1 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be maintained.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, 3, and *.

ACTION:

Without SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY:
In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2, or 3, restore SECONDARY CONTAINMENTa.
INTEGRITY within 4 hours or be in at least HOT SHUT 00WN within the
next 12 hours and in COLO SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

b. In Operational Condition , suspend handling of irradiated fuel in*

the secondary containment, CORE ALTERATIONS and operations with a
potential for draining the reactor vessel. The provisions of
Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

- SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
-a

4.6.5.1 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be demonstrated by:

Verifying at least once per 24 hours that the vacuum within the secondaryf a.
7containment is greater than or equal to 0.125 inch of vacuum water gauge.

.

b. Verifying at least once per 31 days that:
1. All secondary containment equipment hatches and pressure relief

doors are closed and sealed and one railroad bay access door is
closed.

2. At least one door in each access to the secondary containment ,

is closed. 7. .fg j, fg 4 gfgjg y
I

3. All secondary containment penetrations 4not capable of being
closed by OPERABLE secondary containment automatic isolation
dampers / valves and required to be closed during accident
conditions are closed by valves, blank flanges, or deactivated

gutomgicdampers/valvessecuredintheclosedposition.
-

d. X. At least once per 18 months:

1. Verifying that one standby gas treatment subsystem will draw down
the secondary containment to greater than or equal to 0.25 inch
of vacuum water gauge in less than or equal to 567 seconds at a
flow rate not exceeding 3800 cfm, and
Operating one standby gas treatment subsystem for 1 hour and main-2.
taining greater than or equal to 0.25 inch of vacuum water gauge
in the secondary containment at a flow rate not exceeding 3000 cfm.

*When irradiated fuel is being handled in the secondary containment and during
CORE ALTERATIONS and operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.
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c. Valves, flanges, and deactivated automatic isolation
danpers/ valves which are located within locked high radiation
areas and required to be closed as described in Section 4.6.5.1
shall be verified closed during each CMD SHUIDOWN if not'
performed within the previous 31 days.

.
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